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a b s t r a c t
For a category C, D. Bourn’s categories of points (categories of split epimorphisms with
fixed codomain) can be defined as categories of the form ((B, 1B) ↓ (C ↓ B)) for some
B in C. A categorical-algebraic concept of exponentiation, namely, right adjoints for the
pullback functors between D. Bourn’s categories of points, was introduced and studied
in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis. We show for every category of Lie algebras over a fixed
commutative unital ring, that all exponents exist.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
LetC be a category with finite limits. Anymorphism p : E → B inC induces a functor from (C ↓ B) to (C ↓ E) defined by
pulling back along p. It is well known that requiring the existence of right adjoints to all pullback functors between comma
categories is equivalent to requiring that C is locally cartesian closed (see e.g. [2], which refers to [6]).
Let us recall the definition of the category of points Pt(B), the category of split epimorphisms with fixed codomain B: the
objects of Pt(B) are triples (A, α, β), where α : A → B and β : B → A are morphisms in C with αβ = 1B; a morphism
f : (A, α, β) → (A′, α′, β ′) in Pt(B) is a morphism f : A → A′ in C with f β = β ′ and α′f = α. It is clear that pulling back
along p lifts to a functor from Pt(B) to Pt(E). It is easy to see that when a pullback functor between comma categories has
a right adjoint, the corresponding pullback functor between categories of points also has a right adjoint. It is well known
that the category of Lie algebras over a ring is not locally cartesian closed, in fact, Clementino, Hoffman, and Janelidze have
shown in [3] for semi-abelian categories that a pullback functor between comma categories has a right adjoint if and only
if it is a pullback functor along an isomorphism. It is interesting to see whether there are any semi-abelian categories for
which all right adjoints to pullback functors between categories of points exist.
It is well known that in the category of groups Gp, each split epimorphism α : A → B determines and is uniquely (up to
isomorphism) determined by an action of B on the kernel of α, and that a group action can be presented as a functor from B
(considered as a category) to Gp. It follows that for any morphism p : E → B in Gp, the pullback functor p∗ : Pt(B)→ Pt(E)
can be identified with the functor Gpp : GpB → GpE . Therefore, for any object F in GpE the right adjoint of the functor Gpp
applied to F is the right Kan extension of F along p (considered as a functor). From this onemight expect that there aremany
semi-abelian examples. However, it was shown in [5] for the categories of rings, boolean rings, and commutative rings that
not all pullback functors have right adjoints, and an example of a semi-abelian category was presented for which a pullback
functor between categories of points has a right adjoint if and only if it is a pullback functor along an isomorphism. In this
paper we show for any category of Lie algebras over a commutative unital ring that all algebraic exponents exist.
The results from this paper were presented as part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis [4].
2. The construction
The following theorem easily follows from the dual of Beck’s monadicity theorem (see [5]):
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Theorem 2.1. For a pointed protomodular category C (in the sense of [1]) with finite limits, the following conditions are
equivalent:
1. for each object B ∈ C the kernel functor Ker : Pt(B)→ C has a right adjoint;
2. for each object B ∈ C the kernel functor Ker : Pt(B)→ C is comonadic;
3. for each morphism p : E → B in C the pullback functor p∗ : Pt(B)→ Pt(E) has a right adjoint;
4. for each morphism p : E → B in C the pullback functor p∗ : Pt(B)→ Pt(E) is comonadic.
Throughout this paper Dwill be a fixed commutative unital ring and B a fixed Lie algebra over D. Whenever we introduce
a category of algebras the morphisms will always be (as expected) those maps which preserve all operations. Let LieD be the
category of Lie algebras over D. Let B-ActD be the category with objects D-modules X having simultaneously the structure
of a Lie algebra and the structure of a module over the Lie algebra B, such that for all x1 and x2 in X and b in B the identity
b(x1x2) = (bx1)x2 + x1(bx2)
holds. We will call an object of B-ActD a B-action.
Recall that the category Pt(B) can be identified with the category B-ActD and the functor Ker : Pt(B) → LieD can then
be identified with the functor U : B-ActD → LieD which forgets the module structure. Let B-ModD be the category of
modules over the Lie algebra B. It is well known that the category B-ModD is equivalent to the categoryModB where B is the
universal enveloping algebra of B, and the forgetful functor B-ModD → ModD is, up to equivalence, the forgetful functor
ModB → ModD induced by the inclusion D → B. It follows that B-ModD → ModD has a right adjoint R : ModD → B-ModD
which can be defined on an object X by R(X) = HomD(B, X). We will show that R lifts to a right adjoint to the functor U .
First we recall an equivalent construction of this right adjoint R. For each n in N (where N is the set of natural numbers
including 0) and for modulesM1, . . . ,Mn and N let
n-Lin(M1 × · · · ×Mn,N)
be the set of n-linear maps from M1 × · · · × Mn to N . Note that for n = 0 an n-linear map should be considered to be
an element of N . For each n in N the set n-Lin(M1 × · · · × Mn,N) can be equipped with pointwise addition and scalar
multiplication making it into a module. For a module X let
R(X) =

f ∈

n∈N
n-Lin(Bn, X)|∀n ∈ N n > 1 ∀b1, . . . , bn ∈ B fn−1(b1, . . . , bi−1, bibi+1, bi+2, . . . , bn)
= fn(b1, . . . , bi−1, bi, bi+1, bi+2, . . . , bn)− fn(b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, bi, bi+2, . . . , bn)

.
It is trivial to check that R(X) is closed under addition and scalar multiplication defined on the product

n∈N n-Lin(Bn, X).
For each f in R(X) and for each b in B we will show that the assignment (b, f ) → bf , defined for each n in N and for each
(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Bn by the formula (bf )n(b1, . . . , bn) = fn+1(b1, . . . , bn, b), defines an action of B on R(X). For each b and b′
in B, f and f ′ in R(X), and d in D, it is trivial to show that
1. (b+ b′)f = bf + b′f
2. b(f + f ′) = bf + bf ′
3. (db)f = d(bf ) = b(df )
hold (1 and 3 follow from n-linearity of fn for each n and 2 follows directly from the definitions of addition and action). The
calculation
((bb′)f )n(b1, . . . , bn) = fn+1(b1, . . . , bn, bb′) = fn+2(b1, . . . , bn, b, b′)− fn+2(b1, . . . , bn, b′, b)
= (b(b′f ))n(b1, . . . , bn)− (b′(bf ))n(b1, . . . , bn)
shows that the identity (bb′)f = b(b′f ) − b′(bf ) holds, making R(X) into a B-module. For a module morphism g : X → Y
and for any f in R(X) it is easy to check that defining R(g)(f )n = g ◦ fn makes R into a functor.
Next we show that when X has the structure of a Lie algebra there is a natural Lie multiplication on R(X). For each n in N,
w = (b1, . . . , bn) in Bn and for each subset S of n = {1, . . . , n} letwS = (bi1 , . . . , bim)where i1, . . . , im are all the elements
in S in ascending order. We will write |S| for the number of elements in S and qS for the complement of S in n. For f and g
in R(X), the product fg is defined at n on an elementw by
(fg)n(w) =

S⊆n
f|S|(wS)g|qS|(wqS).
Theorem 2.2. For X in LieD, the B-module R(X) equipped with multiplication defined above becomes a B-action.
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Proof. For each S contained in n let Si = {s ∈ S|s ≤ i} ∪ {s − 1|s ∈ S s > i + 1}. For b1, . . . , bn in B, let w = (b1, . . . , bn),
w′ = (b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, bi, bi+2 . . . , bn), and w′′ = (b1, . . . , bi−1, bibi+1, bi+2, . . . bn). For each S ⊆ n, it is easy to see that
if S ⊆ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 2, . . . , n} thenw′S = wS = w′′Si . Consequently, one shows
(fg)n(w)− (fg)n(w′) =

S⊆n,
i∈S, i+1∈S
f|S|(wS)g|qS|(wqS)− f|S|(w′S)g|qS|(w′qS)
+

S⊆n,
i/∈S, i+1/∈S
f|S|(wS)g|qS|(wqS)− f|S|(w′S)g|qS|(w′qS)
=

S⊆n,
i∈S, i+1∈S
(f|S|(wS)− f|S|(w′S))g|qS|(wqS)+

S⊆n,
i/∈S, i+1/∈S
f|S|(wS)(g|qS|(wqS)− g|qS|(w′qS))
=

S⊆n,
i∈S, i+1∈S
f|Si|(w
′′
Si)g|(qS)i|(w
′′
(qS)i)+

S⊆n,
i/∈S, i+1/∈S
f|Si|(w
′′
Si)g|(qS)i|(w
′′
(qS)i)
=

T⊆n−1
f|T |(w′′T )g|qT |(w
′′
qT )
= (fg)(w′′)
and therefore fg is in R(X). We have
(ff )n(w) =

S⊆n
f (wS)f (wqS)
=

S⊆n
1∈S
f|S|(wS)f|qS|(wqS)+

S⊆n
1/∈S
f|S|(wS)f|qS|(wqS)
=

S⊆n
1∈S
f|S|(wS)f|qS|(wqS)+ f|qS|(wqS)f|S|(wS)
=

S⊆n
1∈S
f|S|(wS)f|qS|(wqS)− f|S|(wS)f|qS|(wqS)
= 0.
Since for each S ⊆ n there is an order preserving bijection S ∼= |S| = {1, . . . , |S|}, it follows that for each T ′ ⊆ |S| there
exists a unique T ⊆ S such thatwST ′ = wT andwSqT ′ = wS\T . Therefore, we have
(f (gh))n(w) =

S⊆n
f|S|(wS)(gh)|qS|(wqS)
=

S⊆n
f|S|(wS)

T ′⊆|qS|
f|T ′|(wqST ′ )g|qT ′|(wqSqT ′ )
=

S⊆n
T⊆qS
f|S|(wS)(g|T |(wT )h|q(S∪T )|(wq(S∪T ))),
from which it easily follows that the Jacobi identity holds for R(X). For b, b1, . . . , bn in B, let w = (b1, . . . , bn) and let
v = (b1, . . . , bn, b). The calculation
(b(fg))n(w) = (fg)n+1(v) =

S⊆n+1
f|S|(vS)g|qS|(vqS)
=

S⊆n+1
n+1∈S
f|S|(vS)g|qS|(vqS)+

S⊆n+1
n+1/∈S
f|S|(vS)g|qS|(vqS)
=

S⊆n
(bf )|S|(wS)g|qS|(wqS)+

S⊆n+1
f|S|(wS)(bg)|qS|(wqS)
= ((bf )g)n(w)+ (f (bg))n(w)
shows that the identity b(fg) = (bf )g + f (bg) holds. It follows that R(X) is a B-action. 
It is easy to see that for a Lie algebramorphism g : X → Y , the B-modulemorphism R(g) preserves the Liemultiplication
defined above and becomes a B-action morphism.
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Theorem 2.3. The functor U : B-ActD → LieD has a right adjoint.
Proof. For any object Y ∈ B-ActD, for any y ∈ Y , and for any w = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Bn, let ηY (y)n(b1, . . . , bn) =
b1(b2(· · · (bn−1(bny)) · · · )). The calculation
ηY (y)n−1(b1, . . . , bi−1, bibi+1, bi+2, . . . , bn) = b1(. . . [bibi+1(. . . (bny) . . .)] . . .)
= b1(. . . [bi(bi+1(. . . (bny) . . .))− bi+1(bi(. . . (bny) . . .))] . . .)
= ηY (y)n(b1, . . . , bn)− ηY (y)n(b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, bi, bi+2, . . . , bn)
shows that ηY (y) ∈ R(X). It is easy to see that ηY preserves addition and scalar multiplication (since the map X →
X defined by x → bx is a derivation and therefore a module morphism). Therefore, it follows from the equation
(bηY (y))n(b1, . . . , bn) = b1(. . . (bn(by)) . . .) = ηY (by)n(b1, . . . , bn) that ηY is a B-module morphism. Next we will show by
induction that ηY preserves multiplication. For each y1 and y2 in Y , we have ηY (y1y2)0 = y1y2 = (ηY (y1)ηY (y2))0. Suppose
for each y and y′ in Y and for each (b1, . . . , bn−1) in Bn−1 that ηY (yy′)n(b1, . . . , bn−1) = (ηY (y)ηY (y′))n(b1, . . . , bn−1). For
each y1 and y2 in Y and for each b1, . . . , bn in B letw = (b1, . . . , bn) and let u = (b1, . . . , bn−1). We have
ηY (y1y2)n(w) = ηY (bn(y1y2))n−1(u)
= ηY ((bny1)y2)+ y1(bny2))n−1(u)
= ηY ((bny1)y2)n−1(u)+ (ηY (y1)(bny2))n−1(u)
= (ηY (bny1)ηY (y2))n−1(u)+ (ηY (y1)ηY (bny2))n−1(u)
= ((bnηY )(y1)ηY (y2))n−1(u)+ (ηY (y1)(bnηY )(y2))n−1(u)
= (bn(ηY (y1)ηY (y2)))n−1(u)
= (ηY (y1)ηY (y2))n(w).
Therefore, ηY preserves multiplication, and the components ηY form part of a natural transformation η : 1B-ActD → RU . Let
ϵ : UR → 1Lie be the natural transformation defined for an object X as ϵX (f ) = f0 for any f ∈ R(X). Since ϵUYUηY (y) =
UηY (y)0 = y and (RϵXηRX (f ))n(b1, . . . , bn) = (b1(. . . (bn(f ) . . .)))0 = fn(b1, . . . , bn), it follows that (R,U, η, ϵ) is an
adjunction. 
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